
Part	  1	  –	  Write	  a	  summary	  paragraph	  and	  get	  feedback	  
 
Anne's Submission Idea - Girls devs - What if we could change how women view what it's like 
to be a developer in industry? (Not exactly catchy...) 
What do you picture when you think of the stereotypical developer?..... Where does this 
stereotype come from? School, Gaming, Media, Movies, Your degree.... What is it really 
like?? Collaborative, fun, teamwork, continuous learning, support, respect from your male 
colleagues, how does agile play into this? - Not sure who to aim at, just students? 
 
Feedback 
April - Has seen a study that was done that asked kids to draw what they thought a scientist 
looked like, and then after they had met some real scientists to draw new pictures. Perhaps 
that would be a good way to open this, with a picture of what people think a developer is like 
and then after the talk close with that it's REALLY like. 
http://thesocietypages.org/socimages/2010/07/07/role-models-and-gender-stereotyping/ 
 
Rebecca - Careful not to be preaching to the choir. You can try to enlighten the students and 
people with degrees but use the people who have more experience as help to change the 
perception/stereotype. For example, how can we change the perception in highschool? 
Studies show that girl's attitudes towards Math and Science changes between 13-14. Have 
two parts to the session. Why did I think this, what would of changed my mind and what can 
we do to change. Leave people motivated and wanting to do something, will make it more 
appealing and interactive. 
 
Barbara - Perhaps it's two different things: girls in computer science and  girls in developer 
role. For example she wants to be a dev at tw, because of what it's like to be a dev at 
ThoughtWorks - collaborative atmosphere is enlightening. 
It's now easier than before to interest girls in computer science, they have much more context 
on computers that 20 years ago, girls in gaming, social media etc. 
 
Anne - For me, becoming a developer, it wasn’t necessarily that I was interested in the deep 
technical details but more that I wanted to be part of building things that can make a 
difference, making their lives more efficient and fun!	  


